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SELLING CAPS INTO THE 
RESTAURANT INDUSTRY

A COMPREHENSIVE
WHITE PAPER
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T he restaurant industry employs over 14.5 million people in the United States 
and brought in $799 billion in 2017. With over a million restaurant locations in 
America, your promotional cap sales potential is virtually endless. 

In this document, we will provide you with extended knowledge of the restaurant 
industry as it relates to promotional products. We will also offer tips to help you expand 
your cap sales into the market.

This guide will look at different types of companies within the restaurant industry so 
that you can have a better understanding of how to target each aspect of the market.

You will learn how to reach out to buyers and decision makers at restaurants at all 
levels from local to national chains. We will also teach you how to optimize sales among 
differing promotional product usage behaviors.
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QUICK SERVICE
More commonly known as Fast Food, Quick Service restaurants are those that offer a 
drive-thru, walk up counter, fast delivery, or a combination of the three. It is important 
for businesses to provide their employees with hats for health reasons. Believe it or 
not, customers get really bent out of shape over hair in or around their food.

The average employee for these stores is young and early in their career and probably 
not too keen on the idea of wearing a hairnet. Caps are a great alternative to this, and 
bonus—they act as a walking billboard for the company during employees’ commutes 
to and from work.

I have compiled a short list of some of the most well-known Quick Service restaurants 
in the U.S. however, there are dozens more not listed. Do any of these restaurants have 
their home office located in your territory? Reach out to them and try to schedule 
a meeting!

• Arby’s
• Auntie Anne’s
• Bojangles’
• Braum’s
• Burger King
• Captain D’s
• Chick-fil-A
• Dairy Queen
• Dunkin’ Donuts

• Firehouse Subs
• Freddy’s
• Hardee’s
• In-N-Out Burger
• Jimmy John’s
• Long John Silver’s
• Panda Express
• Raising Cane’s
• Shake Shack

• Sonic
• Steak ‘n Shake
• Taco Bell
• Wendy’s
• Whataburger
• White Castle
• Zaxby’s

Fast food chains are notorious for their bizarre promotions. In 2017, Jack in the Box 
capitalized on the solar eclipse by running an ad for their $66 trillion plan to put a hat 
on the moon.

Similarly, KFC launched a sandwich into space and gave away fried chicken-scented 
sunscreen and edible nail polish in addition to selling Colonel Sanders T-shirts and 
pillow cases.

For Valentine’s Day, McDonald’s gave away a $10,000 diamond ring resembling 
a Big Mac.

How can you incorporate caps into out-of-this-world campaigns like these?
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FAST AND CASUAL DINING
A newer sub-category of the dining experience is known as Fast Casual. This includes 
restaurants like Panera Bread and Chipotle that are known for having fresh ingredients, 
high quality, and a bit of a higher price point than traditional drive-thru fast food. This is 
the fastest growing sector of the restaurant industry as consumers desire convenience 
while still balancing a healthy lifestyle.

While Fast Casual restaurants may have employees walk the dining room to check on 
guests, they do not offer a dedicated waiter or waitress for each table as Casual Dining 
and Fine Dining restaurants do.

Like Fast Food, Fast Casual restaurants can utilize caps as part of their employee 
uniform, as many employees will work all areas from the kitchen to the register, to the 
dining room. Many places require some sort of head covering for any employees who 
work in the kitchen or handle food directly.

Trust me, employees will be much happier wearing a stylish hat than a hairnet any day.  

Casual Dining restaurants include a full-service wait staff and typically a bar area. These 
are restaurants like Red Lobster, Chili’s, TGI Fridays, Applebee’s, Olive Garden, etc. 
Caps can be used as part of the employee uniform at these establishments as well, 
bartenders and kitchen staff especially, but also managers, servers, and 
delivery persons.

Restaurants in both of these categories offer loyalty programs and promotions to 
encourage frequent dining. This includes everything from a membership reward card 
to free swag. Make sure your customers are incorporating a trendy cap into their brand 
loyalty offerings. 

FINE DINING
Typically, the staff won’t be wearing caps in fine dining establishments. You may be 
able to sell them for the busboy or kitchen uniform, but certainly not for the servers 
or hosts.

You can sell logoed caps to fine restaurants to be given as part of a swag bag 
distributed at events like galas, charity auctions, golf tournaments, etc. If the restaurant 
is part of another business like a hotel or country club, you can put branded hats in the 
gift shop.
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LOCAL ESTABLISHMENTS
Restaurants are one of the most common small, family-owned and operated businesses 
in the U.S. And with the rise in popularity of food trucks, this is becoming even more 
prevalent. The barriers to entry and start-up costs are low; it is easier than ever to be 
your own boss.

With food trucks popping up at every corner, park, and festival, it is vital now more 
than ever that small businesses differentiate themselves from the crowd and noise by 
advertising effectively without breaking the bank.

Promotional caps are the perfect way to do this. They are inexpensive and highly 
visible. Customers will literally walk around the community, neighborhood, or event with 
the business’s logo on their heads.

This can be especially effective for standing out at special events like music festivals 
where there are food vendors everywhere.

A lot of local restaurants attend food festivals and enter their dishes into contests. I 
have a friend who owns a BBQ joint and the walls of the restaurant are covered in 
plaques and blue ribbons from contests all over the country. Businesses should be 
passing out their hats at these things like goldfish at a carnival. 

Another way to sell promotional products is to seek out those locally owned restaurants 
that have a food challenge like the 72oz steak or the 4lb burger and fries. You can sell 
caps to these restaurants that say something like, “I conquered the _____ challenge,” 
or even, “I failed the _____ challenge.” 

In addition to the free meal most of these challenges offer to the victors, they can 
receive a free hat. Losers can also get their hat for free as a consolation prize because 
well, free advertising.
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DELIVERY SERVICES
Food delivery has come so far in the past couple of years. It was not long ago that you 
really only had two choices if you wanted food to come straight to your door—pizza 
and Chinese. Now, even places like Panera Bread and McDonald’s offer delivery in 
certain areas.

Obviously, you still want to outfit every pizza delivery boy in your territory with a logoed 
cap, but you can take it so much further than that. Nowadays there are apps you can 
log into, order from a variety of restaurants and stores (including pharmacies and liquor 
stores), and a delivery driver will go pick it up and bring it to your door for a small fee. 
You can even pay and tip your driver right in the app.

• Amazon Prime Now
• Bite Squad
• Caviar
• Delivery.com
• Door Dash

• Eat24
• GrubHub
• Postmates
• Seamless
• UberEats

Because these services are still so new, they require a lot of inexpensive yet highly 
visible advertising. The delivery vehicles are wrapped in logos, the drivers wear t-shirts 
and caps, but how can promotional products be used to create brand loyalty when new 
apps pop up as the market grows?

Why not put a branded cap in the delivery bag of all first-time users?  People have a 
natural inclination to feel indebted and loyal to a company that gives them a gift with 
staying power versus a one-time discount code.

Another relatively new option is meal delivery subscriptions like Blue Apron and Hello 
Fresh. These membership services deliver full unprepared meals along with 100% of 
the pre-measured ingredients and instructions to on how to cook the food. Members 
choose how frequent they want their deliveries, how many people are in their family, 
and select what they want to receive each week out of the menu availabilities.

A box is delivered with the week’s meals on ice, and members prepare the meals in the 
convenience of their own kitchen without ever making a trip to the grocery store.

I get direct mail from these subscription delivery services all the time with things like 
sample recipe cards and coupon codes, but I have never received a promotional 
product. If I had, I may be more inclined to trial the service. Sometimes all it takes is a 
small token to persuade a potential customer to take that next step and register.

Promotional caps can also be sent to new customers as part of the welcome package 
or existing customers to say thank you for your business.

These companies are very active with Instagram influencers, so caps are another great 
thing for a business to send to its social media partners to include in their posts.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY REGULATORS
Representatives from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Alcohol and Beverage 
Control (ABC), and health inspectors will often travel around visiting restaurants and 
bars to ensure they are up to code and meeting all food safety and service regulations. 

You can find these sources at the national, state, and even local levels. Do you have 
any contacts you can reach out to who can facilitate an introduction to a member of 
the board? Network within your territories to see if you can get in touch with a decision 
maker to sit down and discuss promotional product options.  

In 2017, restaurants accounted for 48% of the average household’s overall food 
expenditure. This percentage has continued to rise for decades. Your earning potential 
can also steadily increase once you break into the market.

If you can help restaurants see how valuable promotional headwear can be in growing 
and maintaining their talent pool, your sales volumes are guaranteed to increase.
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A t Outdoor Cap, we want to help you win the sale. 
When you succeed, we succeed. That is why we are 
offering these selling kits to you. It is important to 

us that your customers realize and take advantage of the value 
promotional headwear can bring them.

The promotional products industry earned nearly $21 billion 
in 2015. With our high-quality headwear samples, the tips 
provided in this document, and your sales expertise, you should 
have no problem securing your piece of the market share.

For more information on increasing promotional hat sales, visit 
our blog (blog.outdoorcap.com), and subscribe to our email 
updates. We offer selling kits periodically; you will be the first to 
know when new kits are made available.

YOU CAN SEE ALL OF OUR RESOURCES 
AND DEVELOPMENT KITS AT 

OUTDOORCAP.COM/KITS

WRITTEN BY EMILY POTTER


